
Name: _______________________                                                                                                               Period: _______  Date: ______________ 

Score: _________ / 46    1st Corrections Score:     _________ / 46     2nd Corrections Score:  _________ / 46 

Illustration Assignment 1:  Heating Curve Diagram
Diagram 

          / 1 Title is included at the top “Heating Curve of Water” 

          / 1 Name is written in ink in the center of the paper 

          / 2  x-axis and y- axis are correctly labeled (x-axis is labeled “heat or time”) 

          / 0  Line for x-axis & y-axis is almost as long as the entire paper. (note, if this is not done student may lose up to 15 points) 

 

Solid Line 
            / 1 Line is labeled “solid” 

           / 2 A picture of an ice cube is included, is at least 2” by 2”, and uses at least 2 different colors 

           / 2 An accurate picture of the particles in solids is included and is at least 1” by 1” 

           / 3 An accurate explanation of the particles in solids is included and is at least 1 complete sentence.  An accurate explanation of how the particles 
change when temperature is increased and decreased is included, is at least 1 complete sentence, and includes the terms “kinetic energy” and 
“temperature”  (this means there are at least 2 total sentences) 

 

Melting / Freezing Arrows & Line 
            / 2 Two arrows are included.  One arrow in either red or orange showing the direction for melting and one arrow in either blue or purple showing 

the direction for freezing.  Each arrow is correctly labeled as being endothermic or exothermic. 

           / 1 Both arrows are labeled melting and freezing 

           / 2 A picture of a melting ice cube is included, is at least 2” by 2”, and uses at least 2 colors 

           / 3 An accurate explanation of melting at the molecular level as heat is absorbed is included and is at least 2 complete sentences.  Explanation 
includes the terms “kinetic energy”, “temperature”, and “Intermolecular Forces”  

            / 1 A dashed line is included for melting point 

 

Liquid Line 
             / 1 Line is labeled “liquid” 

            / 2 A picture of a glass of water is included, is at least 2” by 2”, and uses at least 2 colors 

             / 2 An accurate picture of the particles in liquids is included and is at least 1” by 1” 

            / 3 An accurate explanation of the particles in liquids is included and is at least 1 complete sentence.  An accurate explanation of how the particles 
change when temperature is increased and decreased is included, is at least 1 complete sentence, and includes the terms “kinetic energy” and 
“temperature” (this means there are at least 2 total sentences) 

 

Evaporation / Condensation Arrows & Line 
             / 2 Two arrows are included.  One arrow in either red or orange showing the direction for evaporation and one arrow in either blue or purple 

showing the direction for condensation.  Each arrow is correctly labeled as being endothermic or exothermic. 

             / 1 Both arrows are labeled vaporization and condensation 

             / 2 A picture of boiling water is included, is at least 2” by 2”, and uses at least 2 colors 

             / 3 An accurate explanation of boiling at the molecular level as heat is absorbed is included and is at least 2 complete sentences.  Explanation 
includes the terms “kinetic energy”, “temperature”, and “Intermolecular Forces”  

             / 1 A dashed line is included for boiling point 

             / 0 Evaporation/condensation line is noticeable longer than the melting/freezing line.  It should technically be ~6 times longer because it takes ~6 
times as much heat to boil water as it does to melt ice but just make it noticeably longer (-3 points if not done) 

 

Gas Line 
           / 1 Line is labeled “gas” 

           / 2 A picture of a cloud is included and is at least 2” by 2” 

           / 2 An accurate picture of the particles in gases is included and is at least 1” by 1” 

           / 3 An accurate explanation of the particles in gases is included and is at least 1 complete sentence.  An accurate explanation of how the particles 
change when temperature is increased and decreased is included, is at least 1 complete sentence, and includes the terms “kinetic energy” and 
“temperature” (this means there are at least 2 total sentences) 

 

 

____ / 46 Total Points 

 



 


